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Unfortunately missing from these discussions is any detailed analysis of the basis of these men's authority in interpreting omens and oracles. There may be a number of factors at work in this, including the very access to the divinatory sources such men employed-the oracle-mongers appear customarily to have privately owned their collections of oracles-but no doubt some special training and skill were presumed. (The great seer Teiresias, for example, is the master of a TeXvl-see, e.g., Soph. Ant. 998ff.; Oed. Tyr. 357, 389.) But in some cases art was no doubt supposed to be aug mented by inspiration or talent. Examination of the specific bases of seers' authority is, however, beyond the scope of this study.
7. Thus, when Hierokles appears on the scene in Peace, he is explicitly distinguished as an oracle-monger, and his initial reactions to Trygaios' sacrifice are in character. But soon enough it appears that he wants to take the part of the seer in the sacrifice. 
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Another diviner named (but once) is Stilbides, who was the chief [davTL for the general Nikias during the invasion of Sicily, but whose death in 413 forced Nikias to rely on other seers whose advice led the general to doom the mission through delay.12 At Peace 1031, Stilbides is said to be "crushed" because Trygaios shows that it takes no special skill to build a fire well enough to perform a sacrifice. One of the special roles afforded to seers was that of assisting the LeoJrotoi (commissioners for sacred matters), who presided at and oversaw the performance of civic sacrifices.13 The seer was not only responsible for divining the omens and signs involved in the sacrifices but also for rendering these as favorable as possible by ensuring that the material to be burned was consumed swiftly and completely by the fire (thus signifying its acceptability to the god[s]).14 The diviner's reward for doing this was the allotment of various first portions. When Trygaios shows that he has the ability to make his own sacrifice, Stilbides is "crushed" because his claim to a share of the sacrifice is undermined.
If there is no need for a seer to make things go well, there is no need to give away choice bits of the sacrifice; the capable amateur may claim the seer's allotment to apportion as he wishes, to himself or to his relatives and friends.
Stilbides' wish to retain the special portions of the seer is clear, but the There are a number of differences between oracles collected in books and oracles obtained by an actual consultation at an oracular shrine, such as Delphi. For one thing, the latter are very specific responses to very specific questions, questions sometimes carefully and very deliberately formulated in advance48 and delivered, presumably, in the presence of witnesses. The Pythian response to these questions had an immediacy to it, and its relevance to issues was estab lished, within reasonable parameters, by the questions and those asking them. Though these oracles were often of grand political significance, the manner in which they were obtained did not often encourage subsequent use by others who were not initially involved in the issues that led to their utterance. The oracles collected in books, however, whatever their source, were collected precisely because they promised more general applicability. Thus, they were far more useful to those seeking to use oracles for manipulative political purposes. And being the private property of their collectors, these oracles were susceptible to tampering, even to outright fraud. other) oracle; the differences of opinion between Chremylos and Karion involve differences of interpretation. Those who do not believe in oracles do not take them seriously enough to find them in need of interpretation. It would perhaps be more convincing if this exceptionally uncritical portrait of an oracle did not appear in Aristophanes' last extant play. One might suppose that the Wealth, which was produced long after the apparent discrediting of the oracle-mongers after the Sicilian disaster,54 shows only that oracles in general were no longer being misused in Athens. But the evidence from Aristophanes' earlier plays also suggests that the Delphic oracle is exempt from ridicule. Fontenrose's discussion (159) and Neil, note on 1015.
